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Editorial

NEW

NEW

Political Tacticians Use U

MEXICO

SARAH LAIDLAW
DON BURGE
telegram stated that. should she in any way
Editor
Managing 'Editor
contribute to the delinquency of a minor,
and should a complaint be filed in Mr.
Box 20, University P.O., UNM, Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Sceresse's office, he would prosecute Miss
Kandel.
•Editorial Phone (505) 277-4102, 277-4202
While it is a moot point as to whether or
Thursday, April30, 1970
not a poetry reading could contribute to the Vol. 73, No. 129
d,elinquenpy of a minor, Mr. Sceresse's
actions are indicative of the political tenor in
which the gubernatorial campaign is being
waged.
This campaign seemingly is not being
conducted for the good of the state; it is
seemingly being conducted solely to "clean
house" at the University. There are much
more serious problems, such as
unemployment, inadequate housing,
poverty, and racial discrimination facing
New Mexico, than who is coming to read
"Miss Lenore Kandel?"
poetry at the University.
Sarah Laidlaw
"Yes."
"I don't want to divulge my name just now but I'm under
'Perhaps This Wasn't The Time To Tell Him About The Red China Satellite Launch.'
the impression you will be giving a reading at UNM Friday; is
that right?"
"Yes, would you please be so kind as to tell me what this
is all about, sir?"
"Well when that controversy came up over your "Love
Lust Poem" awhile back, I'll admit I got a little out of line
with my criticism of the instructor, the school, and quite
frankly you. I want to explain my actions before someone in
Albuquerque gives you the wrong impression of me. You see,
I really like all that dirty stuff and I would like to meet you."
"Hey, I think I can guess. Are you one of those senators
who recently got some kind of pollution award there on
Earth Day?''
"You got me there, by jingo, now how about a little get
together when you're in town?"
"What about your wife and family; is it okay with them
that you are seen with the likes of me?"
"Well, I was sort of hoping we could get together
somewhere really quiet and maybe take some dirty pictures
or something."
"But I thought you felt all this was distasteful and vulgar.
What's the real story?"
"Well, I'm a politician and a father. How would it look if
Lobo Astrology
the real me was brought to light? At any rate, I don't feel that
students should be exposed to this stuff. Sex is fun but at the
same time it is basically dirty ... Maybe that's why I am so
excited about it."
"Don't you think sex is beautiful?"
By DAVID GAGNON
suffer from fever, rashes, and fits. when the Earth Day turn-out
On April 11 the moon was in When the moon moves through proved successful.
"Yes, but not for everyone. I don't want my wife or kids
The logic of the air signs yields messing around with that stuff. A man should be able to do
Gemini, an air sign, and the wind these signs rash and feverish
blew 100 mph. On April 21 it was actions develop. The moon was in to the emotion, inuition, and
in Libra. The wind blew again, Leo April 17, 18, and 19, while inspiration of the water signs. what he wants as long as no one finds out."
"Love to oblige, senator, but I'm married and I have never
Although these are probably just the demonstrations hampered the Women under these signs are the
coincidences, the weather is Student Standards Committee most femine of all signs. They are been noted for conducting my experiences in secrecy. That's
unassuming and enterprising while why I've been having all my phone conversations broadcast
affected by the planets' positions, hearings.
especially the moon's. Common.
Conversely, earth signs cause the men are often socially live over a series of college radio stations."
knowledge tells us, too, that deliberation and caution. They are secretive and overly intellectual.
"Are you familiar with KUNM?"
planting is best done at a spring ordered, fertile, and productive. Philosophy and the abstract arts
"Why yes, in fact they're one of .•. "
full moon. The first spring full These natives think their ideas are watery avocations. These are
University students are currently
undergoing a good course in political tactics;
not because we want to be so educated, but
rather because the educational institution we
attend is being used as a purely political
issue.
The tactics we are learning in this
gubernatorial campaign are not how to deal
with ecological and social issues, but rather
how to pick a small issue and expand it for
state-wide consumption.
Through the political wheeling and
dealing of Alexander Sceresse, four of our
students are facing criminal charges for one
thing or another. Or, in other words, the
four students are facing charges for whatever
seemed politically expedient at the time. Mr.
Sceresse has also stepped into the
University's forum of free speech once again,
and.-sent a telegram to Lenore Kandel. The
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Elements Influence Natures

moon is in Virgo, an earth sign.
0 ne of the most useful
divisions of the zodiac signs is
elemental. The four elements are:
fire, earth, air, and water. Aries,
Leo, and Sagittarius are fire.
Taurus, Virgo, and Capricorn are
earth. Gemini, Libra, and
Aquarius are air signs, and Cancer,
Scorpio, and Pisces are water
signs. Each of these triplicities
share similar attributes with their
element and relate in analogous
ways with the nature of the other
catagories and their effects on the
earth.
Fire sign natives are dynamic,
active, and magnetic. Being
normally aggressive, they are
considered masculine. Women
under this influence often become
domineering, pushy, or flirtatious.
Many fire sign people are leaders.
Thomas Jefferson was an Aries,
Napoleon was a Leo, and Stalin
was a Sagittarius. These signs
operate best on impulse and thrive
on taking the initiative. They play
as they go, caring more for the
thrill of the chase than for the
prize. Generally of medium
weight, tall, and dark, they often

CAMPUS EDITOR
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SPORTS EDITOR
COPY EDITORS
STAFF WRitERS

MORNING EDiiORS
PHOTOGRAPHERS
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through. Persistance is their path
to success. Women under these
signs can be very beautiful, the
feminine quamy of fertility being
accorded earth signs. Their
prolific creativity often makes
them artists. Bob Dylan is a
Taurus, John Lennon, a Virgo,
and Edgar Allen Poe, was a
Capricorn. Generally of medium
height with solid earthy
physiques, these signs suffer from
muscle and joint problems.
Abounding with clear reasoning
power, air signs become
systematically logical. Under this
masculine mental influence men
are cordial, but analytical of each
new surfacing event. Women here
can be flirtatious and talkative.
Like the winds these signs are on
the move and capable of covering
many different areas of human
interest with impersonal
impartiality, They thrive in
communications and science,
Ernest Hemingway was a Gemini,
Mahatma Gandhi, a Libra, and
Thomas Edison, an Aquarius.
Suffering from nervous disorders,
natives here often look thin. The
moon was in Libra on April 22

people l.ike Mark Twain or
Descartes. Both men and women
here are good·looking, not usually
tall, but built solidly. The moon is
in Scorpio on the 23rd and 24th,
a good time to read astrology.
Each of these triplicities is
compatible with others in its
category or with its natural
elemental compliments. In
general, water signs are most
compatible with other water signs
of the same sex or earth signs of
the opposite sex. Fire signs are
compatible with other signs of the
same element and sex or
complimentary element and
opposite sex. An American
psychologist, H.B. Adams, in the
1964 issue of "American
Psychologist," said that humans
could be classified under a similar
procedure. Although these
indications cannot be absolute,
for many factors determine a
pereonality, mote often than not,
a person will exhibit more
qualities of the element of his sign
than any other, Knowledge if
one's elemental temperament can
be the beginning of self
enlightenment.

Casey Church
Holly Beckley
Paul Fleck
Anne O'Brien, Everett Robinson, Judy Lindsey, Sandy Schauer,
Pam Burgenheim, Carolyn Babb ·
Sue Major, Barbara Morgan, Lin Morgan, Clark Jermain, Frank
Martinez, Robert Hlady, Charles Andrews, Susan Stern, Buffie
Lancaster, Eric Lucas, Shannon Robinson, .. Mary Jane Barth,
Fran Padilla, Pat Wegrnan, Susan Kilgore, Michael Blake, David
Gagnon
Jean Lindsey, Annette Cordova
Chester Painter, Bob Caruthers, Mike Rowland, Tony louderbough
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~Prime

Time' Traces Life
Of Newscaster Murrow

By BILL PIKE
Television today is perhaps a
little bit slicker than 20 years ago.
There are a few mote "cultural
affairs" programs. The
commercials are a little more
clever. The on-the-spot reporting
of international happenings,
ranging from London's newest
fashions to peace talks in Vienna,
seemingly bring the viewer in
closer touch with the swift pace
of world changes. This is untrue.
What we are getting in actuality is
a colorful cover-up job-we are
receiving an image of the world
marred by prevarications,
mistruths, and withheld
information.
Alexander Kendrick quotes the
subject of his very readable
biography, Edward R. Murrow
("Prime Time." Little-Brown,
$8.95), as saying that the
radio-television system is
"potentially" the best and freest
medium yet devised.
Murrow is beyond a doubt the
most influential figure in
American radio and TV
history-more than General
Sarnoff, H.V. Kaltenborn, Fred
Friendly, Peter Gold mark, Frank
Stanton, or even the dynamic duo
Brinkley-Huntley.
Kendrick traces Murrow's
varied career, from his work in the
National Student Federation in
the early 30's to his appointment
by President Kennedy iri 1961 as
head of the U.S. Information

Agency. He reports Murrow's
eventful life and the personalities
that surrounded him in a brusque
and poignant way.
Murrow changed with the
times. Each new story, no matter
how controversial, was explored
under his close scrutiny. His radio
news program "Hear It Now"
became "See It Now" on TV. In
addition he wrote and
broadcasted many "CBS
Reports," as well as the popular
"Person-to·Person." I can only
vaguely remember Murrow's lean
face and omnipresent cigarette
(during the war he averaged 80
per day) as he talked to the
national and inte.rnational
personalities of the era, but
Kendrick's biography portrays an
accurate portrait of l•he man and
the events,
In what has been called
television's finest hour, Murrow,
on a carefully documented "See It
Now" program in 1953, exposed
Sen. Joseph R. McCarthy of
Wisconsin to the viewing pub'lic as
the sham and publicity monger
that he was.
But what remains to us today?
Kendrick among other things,
rightly complaitts in his . Iucid
analysis of the media, that a
television license is a license to
print moMy!
On CBS radio, the day Murrow
died, "the news of his death
reportedly from lung cancer, wa~
followed by a cigarette
commercial."
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Gubernatorial Candidates Irate Over Kandel, Cooper-Orzen Case
By MICHAEL BLAKE
Recent developments at UNM
have once again made the
Un"iversity the focal point of
off-campus protests. This time the
hot and heavy criticism is coming
primarily from gubernatorial
candidates scattered across the
state.
Most of the fire has been
directed at Lenore Kandel's
appearance here tonight but the
recent move by the University's
Student Standards Committee in
recommending no penalty for
Allen Cooper and Bill Orzen has
also been a source of the verbal
salvos.
One of Kandel's works "Love
Lust Poem" created a state-wide
storm of controversy last spring
after it was distributed in a
freshman English class, Cooper
and Orzen likewise created a stir
recently when they were found
guilty of "disrupting" Sen. Strom
Thurmond's speech of March 4,
but were dealt no punitive
sentences.
Republican hopeful Ed
Halcomb suggested Wednesday
that irate Bible-carrying citizens
"barricade" Popejoy Hall (scene
of Kandel's scheduled reading) to
preclude attendance at the event.
Balcomb also expressed the hope
that Miss Kandel's reading would
be drowned out. "She (Miss
Kandel) can talk all she wants to,
but she's going to have to talk
over the reading of the Psalms,"
Balcomb said, The county
commission chairman added, "I

think it would be great if we is made to me by that person or
had ... people stacked 30 deep so his or her parents, I ·will file
no one could get in. If she wants criminal charges against Miss
to read, let her read to an empty Kandel," the district attorney
house."
said.
Alexander Sceresse, Democratic
But Sceresse took exception
candidate for governor, said he with Halcomb's remarks and
would prosecute Kandel "if likened the statements to the
proper complaint is made to me. "same kind of action Cooper and
If persons under 18 attend her Orzen engaged in. Anybody who
readings ... and proper complaint is caught doing that (barricading
the building) . . . we're going to
prosecute them," Sceresse said.
Sceresse added that Halcomb's
statements didn't amount to
inciting to riot but "if he
advocates violence in advance, or
leads the group in violent actions,
he will subject to those charges."
Halcomb is scheduled to be out of
town tomorrow but said he will
"try" to get back for the
demonstration.
Sceresse felt it was "unsound
thinking on the part of the
university to allow a Lenore
Kandel to drive her garbage truck
on a publicly-supported campus
and spread her buckets of slop
around the school."
Republican gubernatorial
candidate Stephen Helbing fired a
similar blast at Kandel at a
luncheon in Farmington
Wednesday, The address was
amplified with an attack on UNM
President Ferrel Heady and the
UNM Regents in relation to the
proceedings and results of the
Cooper-Orzen hearings.
"Two immedillite- incidents
District Attorney
reinforce my point that the UNM
A. Sceresse
Board of Regents and Ferrel

"Notwithstanding the hypocritical
threats of Alexander Sceresse and Ed
Balcomb, Lenore Kandel will be afforded
the right to speak on our campus, and if
some of the citizenry fear that her message
might be offensive they should exercise
their right not to attend."
Eric Nelson, ASUNM President
Bill Pickens, GSA President

Bar Assn. Lauds UNM
For Trial Procedure
The Albuquerque Bar Assn. yesterday praised the
University for following "due process procedures of long
standing" in trying the Cooper-Orzen case.
The Board of Directors of the association passed a
resolution "approving the University's policy and practice
of affording due process in case of campus offenses
charged against students."
The statament, released by W. W. Atkinson, president of
the Bar Association, asserted the right of a student within
the University structure to "a full hearing, with the right
to be represented by counsel . . . as is any other citizen
charged with a violation of law."
The Bar Association also adjudged the procedure
followed in the Cooper·Orzen case not "encroaching upon
the proper sphere of the authority" of the University
President.
The Regents "authorized the long standing" procedures
followed in the case so have "not abdicated their
responsibility," the statment reads.
"'I'he University's insistence upon due process, even for
those who are thought to flaunt and grossly offend against
generally accepted standards of conduct and opinion is
essential to the preservation of a democratic society.''
The statement also issued a warning that "premptory
discipline" inflicted . on ~ s~u?en~ either not .guilty of a
campus offense or With "JUStif1Cat10n for the act" could be
"irreparably harmful."

Heady have been wantonly
derelict· in their duties to provide
an educational atmosphere,"
Helbing said. "The Student
Standards Committee found
Cooper and Orzen guilty as
charged and then decided they
should be allowed to continue
their disruptive activities and even
provided them with an official
platform to expound their
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County Commissioner
Edward Balcomb

anarchistic views.
''And as bad, as weak, as
willy-nilly vacillating as I find
Heady and the Board of Regents,
(only Walter Wolf of the Regents
has shown any concern for
education at UNM) it is obvious
that some members of the faculty
and student body have even lower
opinions of them. These students
and faculty now give Heady and
the Regents a direct slap in the
face by inviting Lenore Kandel,
the scribbler of the 'Love Lust
Poem', to speak at UNM. Heady
and the Regents have encouraged
the contempt of the students and
faculty-and they now have it. If
students, faculty, and the citizens
of New Mexico are all
contemptous of Heady and the
Regents, then we need a new
president and a new Board of
Regents."
Helbing concluded by saying,
"If some of the faculty and
students at UNM want to read the
type of poetry that Len_9re
Kandel writes, I suggest they
check the graffiti to be found on
some rest·room walls."
A Lobo check at Balcomb's
Albuquerque headquarters
yesterday afternoon revealed that
a demonstration against Kandel's
reading was being organized. A
Balcomb campaign worker said
persons were being asked to
"assemble in the Popejoy parking
lot at 7 p.m." tonight. Bibles are
being encouraged as essential
equipment for the
demonstrations.

Nixon Reports Further Asian Involvement

U.S .• S. Viet Invade Cambodia
WASHINGTON
( UPI )-President Nixon
announced Thursday night that
several thousand American ground
combat troops have entered
Cambodia to wipe out Communist
headquarters for all military
operations against South Vietnam.
The President also announced
he would provide "small arms and
other equipment" to enable the
Cambodian government "to
defend its neutrality,"
"This is not an invasion," the
President told the nation and the
world in a broadcast from his
White House office. "The areas in
which these attacks will be
launched are completely occupied
and controlled by North
Vietnamese forces •.• "
Administration
officials,
amplifying the President's
remarks, said several thousand
Americans along with some South
Vietnamese troops struck at 5
p.m. MDT into a long-held
Communist sanctuary 20 miles
inside Cambodia and about 55
miles northwest of Saigon, The
President expects the operation to
last between six weeks and two
mo11ths.
Nixon snid the actions were "in
no way directed at the security
interest of any nation." He
warned: "any government that
chooses to use these actions as a
pretext for harming relations with
the United States will be doing so

on its own responsibility and at its
own initiative, and we will draw
the appropriate conclusions."
Nixon's speech was broadcast
live nationwide and by satellite to
at least a half-dozen Far Eastern
and Southeast Asian countries.
The Voice of America carried the
address worldwide, including the
Soviet Union and Communist
China.
The President said his decisions
were "indispensable" for assuring
the success of his program to
. withdraw U.S. troops from
Vietnam and to end the war
rather than having it drag on
endlessly.
The President noted that 10
days earlier, in his report to the
nation on Vietnam, that he had'
warned he would take strong and
effective measures to deal with
any increased enemy activity in
Laos, Cambodia, or South
Vietnam which endangered
American troops.
"Despite that warning, North
Vietnam has increased its military
aggression in all three
areas-particularly in Cambodia,"
he said.
"I have concluded that the
actions of the enemy in the last
10 days clearly endanger the lives
of Americans who are in Vietnam
now and would constitute an
unacceptable risk to those who
will be there after our withdrawal
of 150,000" men over the next
year.

As if answering an outpouring
of criticism from Capitol Hill over
his decisions to further involve the
United States in Southeast Asia,
Nixon said, "I have rejected all
political considerations in making
this decision."
He said he would rather be
limited to one term in the White
House "than to be a two-term
President at the cost of seeing
America become a second rate
power" and suffer its first defeat.
Criticism of Nixon's policies in
Southeast Asia, which had been
stilled for some time, resumed
with a fervor Wednesday when the
United States disclosed it was
allowing American advisers to go
into Cambodia with South
Vietnamese units and providing
air and other support for them.
Nixon's statement that the U.S.
involvement was on a far, far
1ar ger scale, triggered renewed
opposition.
Administration officials gave no
information on what military
units were involved in the latest
offensive into Cambodia, which
followed by nearly two days the
South Vietnamese foray across
the border with the help of U.S.
advisers and air and artillery
support.
But Nixon said, "We take this
action not for the purpose of
expimding the war into Cambodia
but for the purpose of ending the
war in Vietnam and winning the
just peace we all desire,"
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SARAH LAIDLAW
Editor

By SUE MAJOR
senior in arts and sciences.
Lenore Kandel's .scheduled
However, most students polled
appearance at Popejoy Hall thought that, although her
tonight will probably hurt the appearance will probably hurt
image of UNM with the outside UNM's image, it should not. They
community said the majority of were not upset by her appearance
the students polled in a straw vote themselves.
conducted by The Lobo yesterday
. "It's possible her appearance
afternoon.
will hurt because a lot of people
"Her appearance could hurt the have immature thinking and get
University's image mainly because uptight. I've read the Love Lust
of the controversy it's already Poem and others. They're nice
caused. It seems totally poems, even if you don't care for
unnecessary to stir up any more the language. I'd like to hear her
trouble," said Charles Atwood, a read poetry, but if it looks like
there will be problems with
political confrontation I'll
probably stay away," said Joe
Keehner, a fine arts sophomore.
' 'Her appearance here could
hurt, but I don't think it should.
I've read 'Love Lust Poem' and
others. I'm going to hear her,"
said Linda Chavez, a junior.
A few students did not feel
Miss Kandel's appearan.ce would
hurt the University's image.
"I don't think her appearance
Every Wed. S6 PM
will hurt the University. If the
community carries out what
Central At University
Balcomb suggested, it will hurt
the community, and
the

OKIE'S

10¢ BEER

University," said Bill Orzen, a
graduate student in sociology.
(Gubernatorial candidate Ed
Balcomb stated Tuesday
concerning citizens should
"blockade" Miss Kandel's poetry
·reading.)
"I don't think it will hurt
UNM's image. It will balance out
the poem, and give her a chance
to defend herself,"· said Lorain
Sanchez, University College.
Other students agreed Miss
Kandel's appearance will probably
hurt UNM's image within the
state, and especially with the
legislature. Marty Martinez, a
freshman, termed the attitude of
the outside community toward
the University as "very negative."
Another student, Kathy
Daniels, said UNM's image would
be damaged "considering the
problems with the legislature and
considering parents' feelings about
having their kids listen to
pornography."
The general concensus was
summed up by Mary Daniels, a
freshman: "I think this is going to
get everyone politically riled."

U Study Group Meets
By SARAH LAIDLAW
The Legislative Universities
Study Committee has called a
special session t.oday, and the
UJJ.iversity is apparently the only
item on the agenda,
Observers expect today's
meeting to be another example of
the harsh attitude the Study
Committee has shown toward
UNM. The committee has no
pro-University members, while the
original Legislative Universities
Investigating Committee, which
was reborn as the Study
Committee, had three UNM
sympathizers. Lenton Malry,
D·Bernalillo, Jack Daniels, D·Lea,
and Eugene Pierce, R-Bernalillo,
contributed a rational voice to the
often irrational proceedings of the
first committee.
But the make up of the Study
Committee changed when the
Legislative Council selected the
committee members. The first
committee was appointed by
Speaker of the House Dave
Norvell, who holds no animosity
for UNM, and the House majority
leader, who appointed the
antagonists. Ike Smalley, who
chaired the original committee as
well as the Study Committee, is
also chairman of the Legislative
Council. The conclusion that the
present committee is stacked with
anti-University personnel is
obvious.
Smalley, as an example of his
sentiments, at the end of the first
committee's hearings in
November, said it was not an
impossibility that the legislature
would "step in" at the University
should the administration
continue to handle their affairs
unwisely.
Judging from the attitude
presented by the Study
Committee, the pbssibility of a
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DO TEIE DEAIJ RETURN 9
•
• •
A Startling Demonstration and Discussion. of

Extra Sensory Perception • Witchcraft
The Supernatural
by

Andre Kole has spoken in 43 c:Ountries
on five continents of the world, and on
national telcmion In 30 countries. This
year, he will probably be performing and
tpeikillg on more coUege and university
campuses throughout the world than any
other penon.

"UNMASkiNG TilE UNKNOWN"
is the title Mr .. Kole gives to this intriguing
presentation In whJch, among other things,
he will give a viJible demonmatlon of the
Fourth Dimension, and reveal some amaz•
ing predictions of the future which could
affect the life of every person in attendance.
Tlili unusual (lresentatlon Is sponsored by
Campus Crusade for Christ. Due to hJs in·
tercst in the supernatural, Mr. Kofo will
include some observations he Jnade from
his investigation of the miracles of Christ
from the point of view of an Illusionist.
This will no doubt be the most unusual
program you wJU ever witness.

Monday, May 4
8 p.m.

,

legislative clean up is not yet over.
The invitation extended to Lenore
Kandel, author of the now
infamous "Love Lust Poem" to
read her works, has put the Study
Committee in a veritable tizzy of
well-meaning fury.
Vice President for Student
Affairs Harold Lavender, as the
!'nan who is in charge of approving
off-campus speakers, was
"invited" to appear before the
committee not long after they
discovered Miss Kandel had been
invited to read her poetry.
Lavender, said William
O'Donnell, D-Dona Ana, stated
that he could prevent an
off-campus speaker from
appearing at the University.
O'Donnell, author of the
'' 0 'Donnell Report," which
outlined problems at the state's
universities and at UNM in
particular, said Lavender made
that curious statement when
O'Donnell was gathering
information for his report.
The assumption is that the
Study Committee is going to
direct Lavender to cancel Miss
Kandel's appearance, or give 100
good reasons why he won't. The
committee, of course, is doing this
for the University's well being,
and is ignoring the possibility of
student outcry over a
cancellation.
The Study Committee has
already given indications that Miss
Kandel's appearance could touch
off repercussions which will be
felt when the University
appropriation comes up before
the legislature in January.
O'Donnell stated in the last Study
Committee meeting that he is
more likely to concur with the
idea of voluntary student fees if
Miss Kandel reads her works at
the University. There were also
indications among committee
members that the last move to cut
the University's appropriation to
$1 will not be defeated as soundly
as it was when the "Love Lust
Poem" incident first hit the
legislature.
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Students Say Kandel
Could Hurt U Image

'

.

. UNM la~ professor Robert Walker has refused to pay
hi~ federal .mcome taxes-amounting to nearly $70. Walker
satd he hesitated to come so close to breaking the law, but
:·there can be a time when continuing cooperation with an
Immoral government policy (Vietnam war) is itself
immoral." A non-cooperation policy can be very
dangerous, Walker said, "but I am more afraid of the
future of the United States (if we continue present policy)
than the results of non-cooperation."
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AFREE COKE WITH
ANY ORD~R t:J~M~~s

I

:

6820 MENAUL fii.VD., H. e.

:

Election Committee yesterday
announced the proposed ASUNM
budget has passed by a margin of
nearly 3·1. The committee also
announced that Fred Will had
been elected NSA coordinator
over write-in candidate Harvey
Juarez.
The final vote on the budget
was 1466 "yes" to 551 against.
The budget required only a
majority vote.
Will's certification of victory
had been held up for several days
pending a dispute over Juarez's
vote total. Will's victory was
certified yesterday after it was
determined that his total vote was
sufficiently large enough to render
any discrepancy in Juarez's vote
total meaningless.
The committee also announced
that a 11 of the constitutional
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Students Approve
ASUNM Budget 3-1

:
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TIRED OF THE
SAME OL} GARBAGE?

amendments and other
referendum questions on the
baUot passed by wide margins
with the exception of ROTC
question. The ROTC question was
invalidated by the Election
Committee because of machine
irregularities which rendered the
totals without meaning.
The committee did not say
when the ROTC question would
be resubmitted to the student
body.

.

~

Worried About Inflation?
CONTACT
GREG CLAPPER

;

for info on Penn Mutual life's
Cost-af·llving Plan

Possible Suicide
Reported at U

2.55-1678

I .
•
l'' .-'
', t

'

By United Press International
A 20-year·old UNM student,
son of a late prominent Grant
County figure, was found shot to
death Wednesday in an apparent
suicide at his fraternity house
apartment, police reported.
An autopsy and other tests
were scheduled today on the body
of Gordon Wrinkle, Silver City,
son of Mrs. Naomi Wrinkle and
the late J.R. Wrinkle.
The father was a former
administrative aide to Gov. Clyde
Tingley who was chief executive
from 1935·38.
Wrinkle was a member of
Kappa Alpha fraternity.
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ANIMAL CRACKERS
for adults

All in 14 karat gold.
Lion, $20. Turtle, $20.
Owl, $20. Bee, $20.
Fish, $20. Robins, $25.

A NEW DIRECTION I}! CLOTHING

Trend Shop

Mindlin

Jewelers Since 1919

314 CentralS. W. • Albuquerque
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Editorial

Political Tacticians Use U
University students are currently
undergoing a good course in political tactics;

SARAH LAIDLAW
Editor

telegram stated that. should she in any way
contribute to the delinquency of a minor,
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Calling U

AnnoUDcementa by
the UNH couununity will be accepted
at The Lobo office.
A 24-hour deadline

is In

U Women
Will Vote
On Changes
For AWS

effect.

room 231 B·C; 12 noon.
Student Affairs Committee; Union,
room 230; 3:30 p,m.
Omega Psi Phi; Union Ballroom; 7
p.m.
Film Committee, ''In the Heat of
the Night"; Unio.n Theater; 7 & 10
p.m.
Bahai; Union, room 230; 7:30 p.m.
Folklore Society; Union, room 253;
7:30p.m,
Saturday May 2
ENMU trio; Recital Hall; 8:15 p.m.
Movie; Union Theater; 7 and 10
p.m.

kapy karner
High Speed XEROX COPIE5-Bc-No limit
special rates for dissertations-required paper supplied free
SIMMS BUILDING other locations in Winrock Center,
National Building & 120 Madeira NE

Two proposals to reorganize
the government of Associated
Women Students (AWS) will be
submitted to referendum vote
Monday, said Marge Maronick,
president of A WS last night.
The proposals include an
advisory committee of students
and faculty, and an all-women's
board to act as the appellate body
for all women students, she said.
All women students may vote
in the election and polling places
will be set up in Hokona, La
Posada, and the Union. Voting
will go on "all day," said Miss
Maronick.
"We decided to change the
structure because A WS is now
ineffective and only represents a
minority of women students on
campus."
The advisory board would
consist of five voting students, a .
student chairman, two voting
faculty members, and an advisor

'J

I .<

Member of the
Albuquerque
Chamber of
Commerce

ONLY SIO.OO provides you with the 1970 GOLDEN 500 MerdJants Gift and Discount Certificate Book • An outstanding chance
to cut your cost oflivjng and SAVE HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS.
I. Your enterprising, independent Albuquerque Merchants want
you to know them. They are giving you unheard of values in the
form of gifts and discounts Which can save you HUNDREDS OF
DOLLARS.
2. All you need to participate is the GOLDEN 500 Certificate
Book which eontains certificates that work like money.
3. In the book you will find certificates for entirely FREE gifts
AND you Will find certificates which will enable you to:
A J ('Ill

4. You need not show your certificate book until you are presented with your bill (except of course where the gift is entirely free}
You present the certificate when you pay. 'the certificate works
like money.
.
S. Where restaurant certificates are used, you have the choice of
menu in most cases.
6. MONEY BACK GUARANTEE· Examine your certificate book
and if you are not satisfied, return the book intact and unused with·
in three days for a full refund. You'll see immediately how you can
save the price of the book on one or two purchases.
7, THE GOLDEN 500 CERTIFICATE BOOK makes a perfect
gift for MOTHER'S DAY. Your mother will enjoy using the book
and saving money while meeting new merchants. It is a perfect gift
for other occasions such as birthdays, anniversaries, or for just a nice
surprise •. BUT MOST OF ALL, buy it YOURSELF and save HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS.
8. This offer will be available in' a limited quantity for a limited
time only. Don't miss this fabulous opportunity· buy the gift certificate book now at participating merchants or SEND in your check
for SIO.OO plus 40¢ sales tax.
simply send your check and name
and address to Albuquerque Advertising Association, 802 Park AVe., .
S.W. If you want us to deliver the, boolclet, call us at 243-7433,
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If income cannot be verified, or
the student has more than $250 in
savings, he is not eligible for the
program, Houtz said.
"If two people are living
together and savings are more
than $500, or they make more
than $150 jointly, they don't
qualify." For three people living
together, the net income cannot
exceed $180, and for four people
the sum is $215.
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Students having a net income
of $110 or less are now eligible
for food stamps, said Ray Bautz,
superviser of the food stamp
certification unit of Health and
Social Services Department.
If a student is paying his
tuition, lab fees, and books, by
the month, these count as
hardships if his take home pay
falls below the $110 as a result.
Also classified as hardship
deductions are monthly medical
bills, health and hospitalization
insurance being currently paid,
and rent and utilities that amount
to over 30 percent of the income.
"The important thing to stress
to students applying for eligibility
is that the hardships must be
current and apply to the month
they are applying for," Bautz
explained.
"A student can be eligible for
one month if he has an
outstanding bill to pay that
month that causes his income to
be less than $110," he added,
When students apply, their
hardship claims and income must
be able to be verified. "We have a
form letter we send to the parents
of students to see if they are
receiving assistance from home
that increases their income to
more than the $110," said Bautz.
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Have your cleaning done at several cleaners at 25% discount.
Have your laundry done at several laundrys at 25% discount
Receive 25% off on your bakery purchase
Receive 20% off on your meat purchase,
Take the family out for pizza at half price and on another night
have the Pizza sent in.
Dine out at fine restaurants and have steak, chicken, fish and other delicious meals at huge discounts.
Take the family out for hamburgers, malts, fries •.some free and
some at big discounts.
Take advantage of enormous savings o.~ getting in shape for summer • services included are beauty treatments, health services, lessons in dancing.
~
Play golf FREE; Go bowling FREE; Play Pool FREE.
Have a FREE ICE CREAM TREA'f..
Buy Gas, Oil, Tires and motoring needs at IS% discount.
Buy your summer wardrobe at 20% off.
Have a family portrait FREE and get it professionally framed for
25%off.
Have your hair styled at reduced rates, receive a can of hairspray free; have a permanent at% off; have a free manicure· and
you have several places to try.
Buy your records at %discount.
At the drug store, b.uY what you want and get %off.
On film processing you get 14 off and when you buy your film
get 14 off.
And, there are many, many more oppOrtunities to SA. VE.

appointed by the University
President. It would have the
power to "suggest action."
The advisory board will be able
to hear complaints brought by
faculty, students, or
administration members, said Miss
Maronick.
If approved by women
students, the restructuring
proposals then must be approved
by the Student Affairs
Committee, and the new body
officially set up by ASUNM.
"This proposal has been
discussed for about six months.
The Women's Coordinating
Council has given us the complete
go ahead on the change," she said.
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I am he.-ewith submitting $10, plus 40¢ sales tax to Albq. Adv. Assoc.
t'or each of Golden 500 Merchants Gift and Disc. Cert. Book. It is
understood that I tnay use the Certificate Book immediately.
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New low rate I
Ort weekends- from 8 a.m. to 11 p.m., Saturdays,
and s to 5 Sundays- you can dial-direct out-of-state
to any phone from here to either coast, and talk 3 minutes for 70 cents or less.
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Robins Criticizes Police Policies

NEW

Thumbing OK Says Judge
Supporting a popular mode of
student transportation, Municipal .
Court Judge Harold Robins ruled
Wednesday hitchhiking while
standing on the sidewalk is legal,
and criticized a policeman who
had arrested three persons
hitchhiking in the UNM area.
In making the ruling, the judge
dismissed cases against the three,
who had been hitchhiking from

the sidewalk.
'l'he arresting officer, Robert W.
Moody, said he had made the
arrests "on my own," and told the
judge he did not "personally like
hippies."
"When you destroy the rights
of these kids because of their
looks and long hair, it's not
right," Robins told him.
State law declares hitchhiking

ENGLISH

illegal when the person stands in
the roadway, but the city
ordinance defines hitchhiking as
soliciting a ride while standing in
the street or "in the proximity to
the public way."
Robins declared' the proximity
clause illegal, basing his ruling on
the fact the city ordinance "goes
beyond the bounds" of the state
law. However, he ruled
hitchhiking on the freeway is still
illegal.
He also criticized the officer for
handcuffing the three defendants,
and added he was against the
police policy of handcuffing,
searching, fingerprinting, and
booking hitchhikers.

Foreign Car
Specialists
Repair & Maintenance
On All Foreign Cars

OtJer 100 yrs. Cr>mbined
Experience

~'IEXICO

LOBO

WORLD NEWS
By United Press International

10 Panthers Arrested in Baltimore
BALTIMORE-Ten Black Panthers, including the local captain and
two women, were arrested by 150 heavily armed police who swept
through the city's ghettoes early Thursday in a search for suspects in a
torture slaying.
Despite rumors that had circulated since the murder of a policeman
last Friday that a raid was imminent, the police seemed to catch the
Panthers by surprise. They did not fire a shot.
Armed with shotguns, the police at one point donned bullet proof
vests before breaking into a building. But they met no resistance.
Four of the 10 arrested were captured when police spotted them
loading rifles and shotguns into a car near the Panther headquarters in
east Baltimore. Among the four was John Clark, the captain of the
Baltimore chapter.
He and the other three were charged with illegal possession of
firearms but were not linked to the torture slaying.
Police Commissioner Donald Pomerleau said the raids were
conducted as the result of an investigation into the murder of Black
Panther Eugene Leroy Anderson, 20, whose skeleton was found in
west Baltimore's Leakin Park last Oct. 27.
Pomerleau said Anderson was tortured at Panther headquarters on
July 10 and 11 and apparently killed on July 12. The commissioner
said he did not know the motive for the murder but said Anderson was
not associated with any law enforcement agency.
Panther Bobbly Seale and others are charged in Connecticut with the
torture slaying of a Panther who allegedly was a police informant.

Free Estimates

265-5901
333 Wyoming N.E.

TAPE IT WITH YOU!
Reel to Reel-Cassette-S Track
"HIGHLANDERn Special
60 min.

$1.00

60 min.

301 J Monte Vista NE
Open Fri. Night
255-1695
Near Girard and Central NE

Hl

Popejoy

Grass Mailed to Michigan Officials
LANSING, Mich.-Letters containing cigarettes resembling marijuana
turned up Thursday in the mail of Gov. William G. Milliken and nearly
every Michigan state legislator.
A message with the crumpled cigarettes said, "Smoke at least two of
these every day for one year. This method can't fail,"
The letters were sent in official Wayne State University College of
Education envelopes and were postmarked from Detroit.

Students Battle Police at OSU

3M Blank Tape

HaU

The Cultural Program Committee In Association With
The New Mexico Arts Commission
Present

COLUMBUS, Ohio-About 1200 National Guardsmen and 200 state
police battled for four hours Thursday with militant students who
tossed homemade tear gas bombs, bricks and bottles, during the second
day of violence at Ohio State University.
'l'he guardsmen and police, wearing gas masks and carrying clubs and
rifles with fixed bayonets, hurled tear gas canisters to break up a rally
by some 1500 students at the Oval, in the center of the huge campus.
Six students were taken to nearby University Hospital with shotgun
wounds, raising to 13 the total number of persons shot during the
two·day disturbance. Police said they did not know who did the
shootings. ·
When peace was restored at mid-afternoon, the students sent a
seven·member delegation, including three faculty members and two
Negro students, to university Vice President John Blount to present six
basic demands.
'l'he demands included the removal from campus of all police and
guardsmen.
A group of students planned to camp overnight at the Oval despite
an 8 p.m. curfew. Officials said if the students stayed at the Oval, they
would not be permi.tted to leave during the night.
At least 92 persons were. arrested during the disturbance, which
started after the predominantly white group of students, many of them
dressed in dangling shirts and jeans, refused to disperse.
The rally was to protect Jaw enforcement tactics during a six-hour
battle with students Wednesday.

'

Mud holes & Jumps

In An All-New Program

Swanlal~e -- Act II -- Mobile

Irish

Fantas~ --

I1 Distratto
Classes Open

Saturday May

2 -

8: 15 P.M.

Admission- $4.00, $3.50, $3.00, $2.50, $2.00
UNM Students, Faculty & Staff- ¥z Price
Telephone 277-3121
Box Office Open Monday Through Friday, 9:00-5:00
Saturday May 2,1:00-5:00 and 7:00P.M.

··---.

250 ca EXPERT
125 ce EXPERT
100 ce EXPERT
201 CC·UP NOVICE
0-200 cc NOVICE
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SARAH LAIDLAW
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Suhday, May 3
ADULTS $1
CHILDREN UNDER 12 FREE
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Campus Briefs
Lobo Goof

The Lobo incorrectly cited the
UNM "Policies and Practices"
statement as reading solicitation
of employees may be conducted
only during on-duty hours" in a
front page story yesterday. The
sentence reads "off-duty hours."
The Lobo regrets the error.

Medical Deferments
Medical draft deferments will
be discussed Sunday at 7:30p.m.
in room 184 of the Law School.
The discussion, to be
conducted by medical personnel,
will be the third in a series of
draft counselor training sessions
jointly sponsored by the Law
Students Civil Rights Research
Council (LSCRRC) and the UNM
Quaker Assn. All interested
persons are urged to attend.

Concert
UNM music professors, Morton
Schoenfeld, pianist, and Joanna
de Keyser, cellist, will perform in
the "Art 'l'oday" series sponsored
by Arts Commission of the First
Unitarian Church,
The program will be May 6 at
8:15 p.m. at the church, 3701
Carlisle N.E.

to 10 p,m. in La Posada dining
hall.
Biology, chemistry, and
German are taught Monday·
French, Spanish, and math ar~
taught Tuesday; and psychology
physics, and English are taught
Wednesday.

Poetry Films
Three films on poets, "The
Days of Dylan Thomas," "Ezra
Pound," and "In a Dark 'l'ime "
will be presented Tuesday, May' 5
in the Union Theater. The films,
sponsored by the staff of the
Thunderbird, will be presented at
7 and 9 p.m. Admission is 50
cents.
·

Butor Talk
'l'he second conversation
ses~ion with Michel Butor, visiting
French professor, will be
Thursday, May 7 from 8-9;30
p.m. in the Honor's Center
lounge.
William

I

the language department, will lead·
the discussion.

Women's Lib

Medium Has Message
NEW ORLEANS (UPI)-The
U.S. 5th Circuit Court of Appeals
denied Wednesday the petition
submitted by Lawrence Conklin,
an inmate of the Florida State
Prison who asked the court to
enjoin prison officials from
refusing to furnish sufficient
writing paper.

Conklin said the paper was
needed to prepare writs and other
legal documents.
·The court said Conklin had
access to "1 0 sheets of white
bond paper per day" and denied
his petition. The court did say,
however, that Conklin's petition,
filed on 4.5 feet of toilet paper,
was "resourcefully
attention-getting."

An orientation meeting for
Women's Liberation is scheduled
May 4, Union room 129, at 8 p.m.
All women, whether opposed to
the movement or in favor of it,
are invited to attend, a spokesman
said,

.-

SUTTON

I I

PLACE. INC.

famous international dishes
(Hungarian, Dutch, Indonesian,
French, German, and others ...)
lunch 11 :30·2:30 dinner 5:3o-g:3o

Want the latest in Carousel
Wigs? Visit Sutton Place in
The Mall shopping center.

4'3 Romero St. N .W.
of Old Town Plaza

See the newest wig in town

THE GREEK BOY

2

blocks N .w·.
242-4986

-

($25 complete)

Lobo Suggestions
Letters to the Editor of The
Lobo, or suggestions about the
paper may be deposited in The
Lobo's suggestion box in the
lobby of the Union. 'l'he box is
located immediately inside the
east entrance of the building.

RHC Tutoring
Free tutoring sessions in
1 an gu ages, physics and
mathematics, biology, chemistry,
psychology, and English are
sponsored by the Residence Halls
Council.
'l'he open tutoring sessions •
cover any level of the subject and
are taught by upperclassmen and
graduate students.
Sessions are Monday, Tuesday,
and Wednesday evenings from 7

-

question!
Ever Wonder why your
friends are "Pleased as
Punch" after driving
30 miles south to Belen
to select their diamond
rings at
Trembly's Jewelry?
You Will Be Too !
You will also find out
why our slogan is
"Its Fun to Shop
·at Trembly's"
Keepsake-Cherished
Orange Blossom
Starfire & Encore
Diamonds

====•=====
TREMBLY'S
//~
208 S. Main 864-8632

You want a job, we're offering the world.
As a TWA hostess.
And unlike most of the other airlines, when
we offer the world, we offer the world.
BecaiJse TWA flies all the way around it. To
places like London, Paris, Geneva, Rome.
Athens, Hong Kong, Milan. Not to mention
33 cities in the United States.
And when you see the world our way, you

Belen, New Mexico
Take Coors Rd. North, follow
signs to Volcano Cliffs, keep going
until you see the track.

Page 7

Serving New Mea:ico
since 1947
1;2 Block South of
the second stoplight
on your left

not only see it, you get paid tor it. And you
get enough time off to enjoy yourself.
There's just one thing. A lot of girls are
taking us up on our offer. And while there's
still plenty of world to go around, it's not
going to last forever.
So what you better do is call (placement center) 277-2531

Right

now.

The world waits for no woman.

Be a
TWA Hostess
It's like no job on earth.
An equal opportunity employer•

·
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Students·· Give Opinions on Results

u Evaluates Earth, Dav•s

biggest name in

Hot Dogs"

4201 Central N.E. 265-7410
5810 Menaul N.E. 268-4147
6901 Lomas N.E. 268-6848

By DAVID GAGNON
As usually happens after the
trial of a new idea, much
speculation about the value of the
Earth Day experiment has arisen.
To discover the general opinion
among students several were
interviewed Friday; two days after
the fact.

Interest among students seemed back to driving their cars."
Although many offered
high, One young lady seemed
especially impressed when she solutions to the problem of
said, "I try to get into the earth pollution all seemed to feel the
everyday,"
problem was not brought close
When asked if he thought Earth enough to the public eye. One
Day was very effective a long student suggested more visual
haired male replied it was "a effects. "Maybe people would
waste of time. People just went take more notice of a picture

'

SPACE OUT

YOUR ENTERTAINMENT DOLLAR.

Start buying your records & tapes from

..

ORDER # TITLE
ARTIST
RETAIL PRICE
1. 1\-forrison Hotel-Doors •..••••••.•.•••• ~ •• , ••••••.• $5.98
2. Spirit In The Sky-Greenbaum . , • , •........ , .•.... $4.98
3. Moondance-Van Morrison •..•.......•. , .•..... , .. $4.98
4. Let It Bleed-Stones .............................. $5.98
5. Hey Jude-Beatles .••.•.......•....•...•..•.•. ~ ... $5.98
6. Abbey Rode-Beatles ............................. $6.98
7. Live Peace In Toronto-Plastic Ono ................ $5.98
B. Bridge Over Troubled Waters-Simon & Garfunkel ... $5.98
9. Willy and The Poor Boys-Creedance ..........•... $4.98
10, Deja Vu-Crosby, Stills, Nash, Young .............. $5.98
II. I Want You Back-Jackson 5 ...................... $4.98
12. Completely Well-B. B. King ...................... $4.98
13. s~ntana ••..••
$4.98
14. Everybody Knows This Is Nowliere-Nell Young ..... $4.98

THE MAILBOX
This is not a sale, hut a new statewide concept in marketing
records & tapes. Nowhere else· can you find such a complete
selection and enjoy such great savings too!!

.

f • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • •

15. Crosby, StilJs, Nash .................. , •••••. ~ .•...• $4.98
16. The Band ..•..••.••••.•...•.•••.•.....••..•.•.... $5.98
17. Volunteers-Jefferson Airplane ••.•••.. , •.•. , , , , ••. $4.98
18. Joe Cocker! •.••...••••••...••••••.•••••••.••••... $4.98
19. To Our Childrens Children-Moody Blues ........... $5.98
20. Shady Grove-Quicksilver . ·.....•••.••... , ..•...... $4.98
21. Closing the Gap-Michael Parks ................... $4.98
22. Chicago ............................. $6.98 (Twin Tape)
23. Love, Peace, and Happiness-Chamber Brothers •..... $6.98
(Tw. Tape)
24. Hello I'm Johnny Cash ............................ $5.98
25. American Woman-Guess Who , , •.••.•.••••••••• , .$4.98
26. Alice's Restraurant-Arlo Guthrie • , ••.•.....•••••.. $4.98
27. Empty Rooms-John Mayall ....................... $4.98
28. The Age of Aquarius-Fifth Dimension ............. $4.98
29. Swiss Movcment-Les McCann & Eddie Harris ••••.• $5.98
· 30. Ummagumma-Pink Floyd , •.•.•.••..• , , ••• , •••.••. $4.98
31. Bayou Country-Creedance .....••. , • , ••••••.• , •• , .$4.98
32. One Day at a Time-Joan Baez •. , .••••.•• , •••...• , $5.98
33. Stand-Sly and the Family Stone ................... $4.98
34. Blood, Sweat, and Tears , .............. , .......... $4.98
35. Magic Christian Music-Bndfinger •••. , • , ••.••....• $4.98
36. Touching You, Touching Me-Neil Diamond •••••••. $4.98
37. Funkadelic •.•.....•••.•..••. , ••••......••.• " " .... $4.98
38. Led. Zeppelin II . , ............................ , ... $4.98
39,. John B. Sebastian ........................ , , •••.••• $4.98
40a. Sweet Baby James-James Taylor .................. $4.98
41. Psychedelic Shack-Temptations .. , •• , , • , ••••.•••.. $4.98
42. He Ain't Heavy, He's My Brother-Hollies •. , , ..•... $4.98
43. Cold Blood ...•••••..•..•..••••
$4.98
44. ,It's A Beautiful Day .......·....................... $4.98
45. Butch Cassidy Sound Track ....................... $4.98
46. Turning Point-John Mayall ...................... $4.98
47. Memphis to Vegas-Elvis •...•.••••. , .• $9.98 (Tw. Tape)
48. Nashville Skyline-Bob Dylan , •.••. , ••.••.•• , .••.. $5.98
49. Frigid Pink ....................................... $4.98
50. Take A Giant Step-Taj 1\[ahal ......... $5.98 (Tw. Tape)
51. Smash Hit~Jimi Hendrix •...•..•••• , ••••.. , •• , , •• $5.98
52. Green River-Creedance ............................ $4.98
53. Johnny Cash at San Quentin ....................... $4.98
54. Creedance Clearwater Revival •••.•.•••• , ••••..• , , •• $4.98
55. Switched-On-Back-Walter Carlos ............. , .... $5.98
56a. Here Comes Bobby-Bobby Shennan , ••••••••••••.. $4.98
57. In a Gadda Da Vita-Iron Buiterl!y ................ $4.98
58. Easy Rider Soundtrack ......................... , ,.$5.98
59. Three Dog Night Live at the Forum ................ $4.98
60. A Step Further-Savoy Brown •• , , .•• , ••••••••••••• $4.98
61. Kozmic Blues-Janis Joplin .•••• , •••••••••••• , • , •. $5.98
62. Memphis Underground-Herbie Mann ••••.•••.••••• $5.98
63. Midnight Cowboy Soundtrack . , , • , ..••..••••..•.••• $5.98
64. Stand Up-Jethro Tull ............................ $4.98
65a. We Went to Different Schools-Jaggerz : .......... , , •
66. Live Dead-Grateful Dead ............. $9.98 (Tw. Tape)
67. SSH! Ten Years After ............................ $4.98
68. Monsier-Steppenwol£ •••••.•..••• ·$4.98
69. Hot Buttered Soul-Isaac Hayes ................... $4.98
70. Grazin' in the Grass-Friends of Distinction •••• , .•.. $4.98
71. Games Guitars Play-Harvey Mandel ............... $4.98
72. Chicago Transit Authority ••••••... , , .•• $5.98 (Tw; Tape)
73. Tom Jones Live_ in Vegas •.. ,.- •••• ~ ~ ••• , •••••.•• ,, .• $4.98
74. New York Tendaberry--Laura Nyro , , , • , , , .••.• , ••• $5.98
75. You've Made Me So Very Happy-Lou Rawls , • , , .•• $4.98
76. Through The Past Darkly-Stones ...•.•• , •... , • , • , .$5.98
77. With a Little Help-Joe Cocker , • , , •••.•••• , ••. , ••• $4.98
78a. Ladies of the Canyon-Joni Mitchell , • , ••. , , •• , .. , , .$4.98
79a. Real Friends-Friends of Distinction , , •• , • , , , , ••••• $4.98
80. Lee Michaels ••
~~
$4.98
81. Leon Russell ~. 4 • • • • • • • • • , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • " • • $5.98
82. Burnt Weeny Sandwich-Mothers of Invention ...... $4.98
83. Raw Sienna-Savoy Brown •••• , ••.••••.•••••••• , .• $4.98
84. Comment-Les McCann •• -. •••••.. , ••••.•• , •••••••• $5.98
85. Tom Rush •.••.•.•.•. , •••.•••• , ••
_II•••·•·····S4.~8
86. Steppenwolf Live! ...................... (2 rec.) •• $6.98
87. Like It Is-The Dells •...•.• , •....... I,~, •. I .... , .14.98
88, Cricklewood Green-Ten Years After .•• , ••.••. , •.•• 14.98
89. Gladys Knights Greatest Hits ....... , ............ , .$4.98
90. Stevie Wonder Live! .••.•..• , , ••••• , •.•.•.••• , •••• $4.98
91. Wes Montgomery's Greatest Hits ................... $4.98
92. Raindrops Keep.Falling on My Head-B. J. Thomas • , $4,98
93. Try a Little Kindness-Glch Campbell •• , , ••• , .••. , , $5.98
94. Johnny Cash at Folsom Prison ..................... $4.98
95. Twelve jn a Roe-Tommy Roe •• , • , ••
$4.98
96. Engelbert Humperdinck •• ..., ~ ~ , •••••••• , ....... , ••• , $4.98
97. · Grand Funk Railroad ................ , ••• , .....
.$4.98
98. Your Saving Gtace-Steve Miller Band • , ••••• , , , • , • , $4.98
99. Lord Sutch & His Heavy Friends ................... $4.98
100. My Elusive Dreams~Bobby Vinton •••• , • , •• , , •• , . , , $4.98
I

Here's how it works. The accompanying list contains the titles,
artists and retail list price of today's hottest selling albums · &
tapes. Make your selection and apply the retail list price to the
Mailbox Code shown below. Add twenty-five cents per total order
for mailing and handling.
Use the coupon below to make your orders and mail at once to
THE MAILBOX. All records & tapes are guaranteed and you can
always count on the speediest delivery from THE MAILBOX!!
PLUS!! You are not limited to our list. Take advantage of our
prices on any record or tape ever made-just find the title, label
and artist-then capply the regular Jist price to the MAILBOX
CODE-that's all you pay!! The current list will be changed
periodically and will include the hottest selling Soul, Blues, Country-Western, and Jazz recordings, hut don't wait-If you don't
see it on the list, order it anyway-WE HAVE IT!!

...................

THE MAILBOX CODE
L.P.'s

TAPES

LIST PRICE MAILBOX PRICE

LOWEST TAPB.PRICES
ANYWHERE!

4.98

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .-
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TWIN PACK 6.89.

4.99

*

............
•

ANY SELECTION ON
LIST 4.89
( 8 track or cassette)

6.49
7.49

••

THESE RRICES APPLY
TO ALL OTHER TAPES
AS WELL

Success

MEXICO

from Sandia Crest of all the
over-population, over-production,
and pollution in Albuquerque."
Most people, however, felt more
decisive action than mere speech
was needed.
"I went to a panel discussion
about wasted mineral wealth. It's
a gre~t idea but if people's minds
are to be opened up, they will
have to be opened by the mass
media. Intellectual discussions
help little to get people into the
action."
John Lieuwan was another who
felt words were not enough. He
said, "Something illegal attracts
more attention. Maybe that's
what needs to be done to wake
people up."
Although Chris Grell did not
participate in any activities she,
nevertheless, did feel it was on the
right track. "I didn't participate in
any of the activities, but I'm all
for what it stands. Only this one
day didn't help much. Pollution is
a full time deal."
Along the same line another
student thought Earth Day should
happen once a week, "One day a
week should be set aside for the
earth, We could all ride buses for a
penny and leave our cars at
home."
Several other suggestions were
proposed. One student thought,
"The city might set up a bicycle
promotion company that would
open one-way rent-a-bike racks
around town to encourage
physical fitness and discourage
t h e f t s o p r e v a 1e n t w i th
University-type bike stands."

PORTS

Sports Editor . , . , , ....... , , ....... , . . . . . . Paul Fleck
Cartoe>nist . , ... , , , . , ... , . , ... , , , . . . . . • . . Bill Hook
Photographer , .. , , , ... , ..•. , , . : . . . . Chester Pointer

i

\

I

i\
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Give Mom a~ early.
And make Mother's Day last longer.
Call or visit an FTD florist today. And
order a BigHug Bouquet to arrive
early. He'll send it across the street.
Or country. A special arrangement.
For a very special mother. Yours.

50

Usually available$12
at less than
•

Lobo photo by Leonru:d Lujan

Coaches Charlotte Piper, John Mechem, and the Women's Swim Team

women's
sports
By BARBARA MORGAN

We>men's Sports Writer

Finishing the competition
season, the UNM women's swim
team will travel to Tempe, Ariz.
for the Arizona State Invitational
Swimming and Diving meet.
Money allocated by the student
Senate and money earned by the
team will finance the trip.
Earlier this season the women's
swim team participated in two
meets held on the UNM campus
and travelled to the University of
Utah . Invitational at Salt Lake
City.
Four members attended the
Women's National Swimming and
Diving Championships. They
placed in relay and individual
competition.
For the first time in several
years, the team will fly to their
destination instead of sitting out a
long, tiring bus trip. Hopefully,
the team will be rested and able to
better represent UNM at the meet.

Eric Nelson, recently elected
1970-71 ASUNM president,
suggested unification. "I wish
there were more people using the
University to create an ecological
unit, a rally point for all pollution
control efforts."
A male identifying himself as
"the eraser" was even more
original: "The government should
find and promote a non-synthetic
drug that makes people more
responsive to nature's benefits and
needs."
Many students had little or no
opinion. Some just shrugged their
shoulders. But Brad Eisenbrey
summed up campus attitudes and
suggested a concrete solution:
"I wish there was more
cooperation among groups against
pollution. Earth Day was a start in
the right direction but the only
action it caused was one
demonstration by the chicanos.
We've got to bring it home to the
officials who can 'do something.
Why not tar and pave Heady's
front lawn like he is doing to the
r~st of the campus?"

The 12·member traveling team
representing UNM will swim JOETURNEY motorcycles
against teams from the University
Sales • Service • Parts
of Arizona, Colorado State
BSA-JAWA- !ridgestone
University, the University of
HUSQVARNA-BULTACO
Santa Clara, Brigham Young
PENTON
University and Carney State from
8206
Lomas
Blvd
NE
Nebraska. Events will range from
256-9444
50-yard springs to
200-yard
events. UNM will also have
LUTHERAN &
competitors in the diving events
EPISCOPAL
performing from the one meter
worship
services :
board.
Telegraphic Meet
LUTHERAN
In preparation for the weekend
at 11 :00 a.m.
meet at Arizona, UNM swam
The
Rev.
Richard Elliott
against Chico State and Stanford
of California in. a telegraphic
EPISCOPAL at
meet.
9 :30 a.m. & 5:00p.m.
Each team entered swimmers in
The
Rev. William Crews
the 16 events and the fastest times
at
were telegraphed to Chico State
where the results will be
canterbury chapel
tabulated. The winners of each
university at ash n.e.
event will be announced by mail.

The intramural outdoor track
meet will be held tomorrow at the
University Stadium. Field events
are scheduled to start at 9 a.m.
with the running events getting
underway at 10 a.m.

OFFERS

FREE TUTORING

Applications for the positions of
MANAGER AND ASSISTANT MANAGER
for

KUNM

HAVING PROBLEMS IN:

during the 1970-71 academic year
are now available at the studio

CHEMISTRY, BIOLOGY, GRMAN, FRENCH, SPANSH,
PHYSICS, PSYCHOLOGY, AND ENGLISH.

DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS TODAY AT 5 PM

QUALIFIED TUTORS TO HELP STUDENTS

FLASH: New "Paul McCartney" LP $5.98 retail
Mailbox Price $3.59

The FTD ~bouquet.
*/\r ~n tndepenilent businessm•n, c•ch FTD Member Florist sets his own prices.

Intramural Track

RESIDENCE HALLS COUNCIL

P.S. SAVE SOME BREAD AND ORDER AGAIN, TELL A .
.FRIEND, START THE MAIL BOX TREND.

AT LA POSADA DINING HALL

Selection for each post will be made by May 15

1•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••-•••••••••-•••••••w•
I

1
Fill In
I

--------

boxes with order numbers desired

DDODODDD

I
I
I
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•• ,

•

.............

7.98

I
I

lI

LP 8 TRACK TAPES CASSETTES

I

List nddltlonal choices

I
I

by title, artist & label

I

I

TIMES:
MONDAY:

FREEFORM

Indicate your choice hy circling

I

••••••

1 ....... ,

.-

5.98

i .................

l

oo

NEW

Send CIU!b, check ot money order to
THE MAILBOX P.O. Box 2417, San
Francisco 94126, Part Payments or
CODa wlll not be ncepted. Add 26¢ per
total order for mailing& handling.

I
I

Hair Desighs for Men

FROM 7 to 10 P.M.

No-gells, lacquers
or nets used

TUESDAY:

Three Barbers
Ron Clsneros-Tom Tapla-Bon Madrid

' I-----------: ------------------1
I

1I - - - - - - - - - - - - - I

:----------------1
I

.

.

Please Call
255-4371
shop closest to campu~.

i, •••

cr.ry,

STATEJ, ZIP

2914 Central SE

I'

Prerequisite: Each applicant must be a student
Both iobs offer salaries.
For additional details, call KUNM ·soon
;

WEDNESDAY: PSYCHOLOGY
PHYSICS
ENGLISH

The finest mens hair design

.

1. Total amount ~ncl06ed $., •••• , ••
I

ADDRESS

FRENCH
SPANISH
MATH
FROM 7 to 10 P.M.

Appointments Available

1
I

CHEMISTRY
BIOLOGY
GERMAN

9001 !S'lYoMtiM
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. 87106 * 505-277•4806

OR CALL 277-5578·

! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .----------------~
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Hill Is a True All-American

By ANDY GARMEZY
Van Hill ha& made extremely
good use of his biology major at
the University of New Mexico.
With a 54-8 won-lost record in
four years of varsity tennis, it is
obvious that he rarely misses
finding the weak spots of his

opponents.
After a distinguished playing
·career in high school in EI Paso,
Texas, Hill was sought by
numerous schools for his tennis
ability. He decided on UNM
because he knew Ted Russell and
Tony Bull who were on the team,

~~-'t~~~~~~/~~~~

~
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What is
the Turning Point?

I

~

~ We have a light show carefully designel to work wi~

t? take you on trips into the:

~ ~~
I ridiculous
with slides, film, and weird equipment.
music

~

l't
~
l't

M ystenous

~
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iwe play music . . . but not just ordinary music
~rock.
ff
Jazz
~
baroque
ff
Indian
~ over an extraordinary so:und system.

ff
~
ff

1'f We p.rovide you with a total enviornment

~ft

~~Candles

ff

Incense
~
Herb tea
1'f where you can

~Z

Fluffy pillows

rugs

dig the music, light show
Tap with friends
drink tea
meditate
dance, etc'.

l't
~
ft

~

~
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and because of Joe Ferguson's
reputation as head coach. Under
Coach Ferguson's guidance Hill
has compiled more victories than
any other Lobo tennis player, and
is also the only player ·to be
undefeated in three years of
singles competition.
As a freshman he played the
fourth singles spot, moving to the
third position as a sophomore,
and finally to the number one
singles player as a junior. Van
remained undefeated until
midway through this season when
he suffered his first loss in singles
competition to UCLA's number
one player.
Last spring Hill won top honors
in the WAC winning the number
one singles crown and combining
with teammate Tony Bull to win
the WAC doubles title. He also
received NCAA ranking as an
All-American, and shared the
UNM Athlete of the Year Award
with football player Dave Bookert
and gymnast Bob Mana last year.
Unfortunately for Hill and the
team he will not be allowed to
compete in NCAA competition
this season. When he enrolled at
UNl\1 as a freshman, NCAA rules
permitted only three years of
varsity eligibility for the players.
Last year the rule was changed to
allow the athletes engaged in
minor sports to compete in four

years of varsity competition.
Because the new rule goes into
effect with incoming freshmen
only, it does not .pertain to Hill,
and thus he has used his three
years of varsity eligibility.
Despite being eliminated from
NCAA competition this year,
there are many tournaments open
to him, including the WAC
Championships on May 15 and 16
in Salt Lake· City.
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If you want the latest in
sportswear from New York
You must visit Sutton Place
in the MALL.
10% Discount with
student card.
Wyoming and Menaul

THE NOW BEER

WITH A KISS
OF LIME

25% LESS CALORIES

N\ . . \
'0 ~vrl~~~~'( ·

Can't Wear
Your Degree So . . ,
The Ring Is The Thing/

"""'"GJASON • STELLA
ROBARDS STEVENS

A'/411-,n~es S01t~~~,

SENIOR-Be sure to have your class pic·
ture taken for the Mirage. No chargethree ooses three prints. Pictures taken
at UN!\1 Photo Service. Call 277-5743 to
schedule.

LOST & FOUND

LOST: Student lD No. 219-54·7818 on
campus Scnday. 277-2966, 5/7
·
LOST: on campus-diamond wr!Bt watch.
Keepsake. PLEASE ret11m. 298·9262.
5/1

FORSALE

5)

1969 MOBILE HOME, 12 feet by 52 teet,
like new, reasonable, Call 345-0451. 5/7
1969 10-speed Schwinn. Will deliver. $55
or best offer, 268-0826. 5/7
SIAMESE KITTENS, Male-female. Two
months old, Reasonable. Phone 2999614. 5/5

EMPLOYMENT

6)

DEMONSTRATORS: National manufacturer requires four ( 4) men to demon•
stratc product in local area, We will
train, so there is no experience necessary, Appointments fum!Bhed by office.
It's fun and it's easy and it pays very
well. NO DOOR KNOCKING I For interview appointment, call Mr. Joaselyn265·4084 between 9:00 n.m. and 11:00
a.m. 6/6
MALE HELP WANTED: Alcoa Subsidiary hns two openings. $3.60 hr. Call
268-8176 after 5 p,m. only, 5/1

MISCELLANEOUS

7)

DISCOVER FLYING. $6 Jlrst lesson, $14
hr. after. Lee Mason, 268-4589. 4/16

DlZ

ISRAD Project· Nears Completion

Workshop To Benefit Children
About 125 persons
participating in a wo~kshop in
child dev~lopment have
completed preliminary program
design activities for a Child
Development Project in·
Albuquerque's Model Cities area.
The program, now in
preliminary phases and scheduled
to go into operation later this
year, is comprised of three major
elements: design and operation of
the system, employment and
training of area residents, and
creating and working with a
community corporation to assume
control, over time, of center
operations.
The project is now operating
under ISRAD. UNM activities are
financed under contracts with the
Albuquerque Model Cities Agertcy
and the State Department of
Health and Social Services which,
in turn, are disbursing federal
funds.
The workshop operated
through seven task forces:
programs for children up to three
years of age; programs for those
from four to six; programs for
those from seven to 10; related
child and family services; staff
development and training; needs
for facilities, equipment and
materials; and organizational and
management requirements.
Participants in the workshop
were about evenly divided
between people from agencies and
groups involved in the program,
and residents of the areas which
the program will serve.
Model Cities area residents on
the organization and management
task force formed a temporary
steering committee to continue
work toward creation of a
nonprofit community
corporation. Several other task
forces will also continue work
until comp1etion of final program
design.

7:30 & 10:00 Children's Prices at All SbQWS

ACADEMY AWARD WINNER
"DAZZLING! A VIVID
EXPERIENCE, THRILLING!
·A CLIFFHANGER IN SPACE!"
-L.A, TIMES

GREGORY PECK
CRENNA DAVID ,lftl1o)Oll(.l1 ~~

IIMHU

"d

WINNER OF

5ACADEMY AWARDSI

See BALFOUR;s UNM
college ring on
permanent display at the

associated

students
boohstore.
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS

New Techniques (at least you don't
see them every ,day) beln[:l shown

ot •.•
Guild Arts Theatre
3405 Control N,E.
Noon til Midnlte
Only $1.50

ART THE.t\TRE 2.108 CENTRAl. 5 E.

ct:oo

...

247-4414

t0:3()

"' MA:S·II'

ffg"s,·»
(}HABTEB

\as you would have others
('~\c,'( .
do unto you:'

Ef/61'11-;,fS f,•U· 9JSD

APPLICATIONS for
sessions-st. Mark's
Nursery. Ono block
Call 265-7386. 5/16

NEED A RESPONSIBLE house sitter
this summer? Ph.D. candido,tc. Larry
Weaver 247-3598, Message 248·2881. 5/6
TEACHERS WANTED: Southwest Teach·
era Agency. 1303 Central NE (Our
twenty-fourth year). Free registration.
5/20

Page 11

Don Pancho's

••

Panavislon•and Melrocolor

WANT TO RENT: Airman-htJSband, stu•
dent-wife want to rent apartment during
summer vacation period on]y, CMR 13ox
2598, Kirtland AFD. 5/7
•
IF YOU ARE not part of the solution,
then you are part of the problem. Come
to Students for Rick Edwards for U.S.
Senator, Monday, !\lay 4, 8 ;00 p,m., 231
E SUB. 5/4
WANTED: ride from Lll!' Cruces or Silver City ar<'a back to Albuquerque !\lay
10. Call 242-6619 after 6, 5/8
Gl:RLS I GffiLS I GIRLS l Why not have
beautiful figure now l You need the
best in Foundation garmenla. Figurettes
Is the answer. Call Sv.ndy-248·2881.
Room 259 for personalized fitting, 5/1

2)

SERVICES

3)

MArziZIA'£' UC~~E ONLY

VAN HILL has compiled more
victories than any other Lobo
tennis player.

IABRIIIIII
~ POl

PERSONALS

ADULT~ OYE1Z 21

~

"Do unto others ...

ANTONIONI's

1)

ff~

Cable Hogue says...

'.

WHERE: Joumallsm Building, Room
159, afternoons preferably or mall,
Classified Advertising
UN!\1 P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.l\1, 87106
TERMS: Payment must be made In full prior to insertion of advertisement.

~

•

Dr,yP!n YaiP <;E

RATES: ~c per word, 20 word minimum ($1.40) per time run, U ad is to
run five or more consecutive days with
no changes the Ta.te is reduced to 5~
per word and the minimum number of
words to 10,

.\t
l'f

~~~~~~~~~~

<A<TUI

NEW MEXICO LOBO

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

NOW RECEIVING
fall nnd sum.mer
Kindergarten and
east of urtiversity.

75¢
ft 529 Wellesley SE (5 blocks off Central)
~ Fn.-Sat., 8-11 p.m.
.

TECHIICOLOR·

Friday, May 1,1970

SUTTON
PLACE. INC.

~All for only

IRI

N E\1\1
MEXICO

NEW

SAVE
MONEY
ON A

'l'OIJII

SEE A YOUTHFUL EUROPE
WITH BRITISH STUDENT ESCORTS.
VARIED PROGRAMS. LEISURE
TIME WITH PERSONAL FREEDOM
ON A S.T,O,P. TOUR

tor more information and a brochure call

Monarch Travel Inc.

243-1311
-Complete Travel ServiceNo Charge For Our Service
AIR-- RAIL- STEAMSHIP
Tour and cruise arrangements for travel everywhere and
anywhere, domestic and, Europe, and worldwide, es•
corted or independent.
Lobby-National Building, 505 Marquette, NW
Ruth Haid, Manager; Pat Heckler, Agent; Shari King, Agent

Monarch Makes Memories

IS THE BEST
AMERICAN WAR
COMEDY
SINCE
SOUND
CAME
'IN!"

THE MIRISCH CORPORATION p,..,.,,

SIDNEY POITIER ROD STEIGER
mTHE NORMAN JEWISON·WAlTER

"IN 1\f ~TDFM NIGHT"
Stl""'lby lly

cosliWtJOg

'IN tHE HEAl OF tHE NIGHl"•ung by RAY CHARlES

I'dday

~~ ASUNM fiLM Satarday r~saaday~;=

::::;

COMMITTEE

SOC

-Time Magazine

201h Cenlury.Fox presents

:tlt~S·II
stamng .
.

II
plaa

I. D.

NOWA MOVIE
THE WALTER READE ORGANIZATION

:::A::= S::c H' is what
the new freedom
of the screen
is~~~ abo~t."
-R1chardSchrckel, Life

DONALD SUTHERLAND· ELLIOTI GOULD· TOM SKERRITI
Co·Siarring SALLY KELLERMAN· f!OBERT DINALL' 10 ANN PFlUG • RENE AU8ERJONOIS
Productd by
Directed by
.
SCreenplay by

INGO PREMINGER

l'lodl<td lly

.

STIRLING SILLIPHANT WALTER MIRISCH
D>rocl!dbyNQRMAN JEWISQN COLOR llr Delu1e MUSIC- QUINCY JON£S
WARR!:N OAT£S LEE GRANT.

·-Pauline Kael,
New Yorker

"'M*A*S*H'
begins where
·other anti-war
films end!"

MIRISCH PRODUCTION

IRI

ROBERT ALlMAN RING LARDNER, Jr. • tl:!~i~'!:::..

From anovel by RICHARO lli)()KER Mus1c by JOHNNY MANDEL
Color by DE LUXEe PANAVISION ®

FOX WINROCK THEATRE
Held Over

0!
Doors Open 7o00 pm

2 Complete Shows!

7:30 &. 9:40

presents

"TH -,..tift.~eJiV .,,.III'W'Ir no..:

THE TRAGIC LOVE STORY OF KAHLIL GIHRAN

And the woman who unfolded ta him the secrets of love and life.

KAHLIL GIBRAN
AWA;;THOROF

WINNER

ThePROPHET

Foscinating Film, I saw it twice- Hugh Dawns- N.B,C.-T,V.

Sorr~nto Film

F1stiv1l

TWO DAY!I ONLYTUES. & WED. MAY 5th & 6th

Matinee 4:00-Evenings 7:00 & 9:00
~OMISSION

$2.5D

Editorial
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Political Tacticians Use U
telegram stated that. should she in any way
- .. ,

..,_ ,...c .... -.:.--"""'

MEXICO

0

SARAH LAIDLAW

DON BURGE

Editor

Managing 'Editor

NEW
MEXICO
Vol. 73

Editorial

No Abdication· of Duties
Community and legislative dissatisfaction
with conditions and issues at the University
consistently results in two demands. First, a
call to have the Regents intervene directly in
matters of campus discipline, or secohdly,
failing that, the ouster of the current board
and appointment of new Regents.
Abdication of responsibility is the catch
phrase used repeatedly in these attacks on
the UNM Regents.
The Regents, however, have been
conscientious in fulfilling the higher
responsibility of allowing self governance by
the University community.
In the case of charges brought against
students Allen Cooper and Bill Orzen, theyallowed the aggrieved parties to follow due
process through the Student Standards
Committee hearings and subsequent appeal.
Regent's President Arturo Ortega also
defended the right of Cooper and Orzen to
that due process before the University Study

By CAROLYN BABB
What a delight to be able to get
a way from studying and vent
pent-up frustrations and emotions
by booing and hissing at the
villain, cheering and clapping for
the hero, and. laughing at the
antics of the rival fire volunteer
fire fighters in John Van
Antwerp's "The Fireman's
Flame."
The realistic confrontation that
makes the news these days is a sad
comment on our times, but when
the Blue Bird hose boys and the
Red Heart hose boys of old New
York meet, each with bright
emblems blazoned on their manly
chests, the results are hilarious.
The musical melodrama,
directed by Gene Yell, is
particularly strong in the
choreography department thanks
to "lavish musical numbers"
staged by David Chl;lvez. The Fire
Belles may not be the best
hoofers, but cute costumes by
Carolyn Sirkel and a little leg

CAMPUS EDITOR
REVIEW EDITOR
SPORTS EDITOR
COPY EDITORS
STAFF WRITERS

MORNING EDITORS
PHOTOGRAPHERS

MEXICO
SARAH LAIDLAW

DON BURGE

Editor:

Rivalry Highlights ~Fireman'
never hurt anyone. The firemen
themselves take the honors when
it comes to dancing, though. And
a little number called, "I like the
nose on your face," performed by
Jenny (Terri Price) and Nozzle
(Mark Stevens) gives the last act
an added kick.
"The Fireman's Flame" may
not be the most avant-garde,
social comment type of theater
but it does contain a few messages
against bigamy, crime, and
drinking. As the fair-haired hero
Harry Howard, played by David
Cramer, says, "There is no place
for fire water in a fire house."
The production with its many
colorful scenes courtesy of E.
"Skip" Schulte, is not completely
out of our times however, as the
voice in the back of the theater
(whoever he is) reminds us with
snidely funny comments from
time to time.
·
"Whatever there is evil a
woman is sure to be found;" (my
own quote) and the bad-guy

will exercise our intellect in
analising whether what she has to terrifying example of existing
offer can be complied with what conditions in an increasingly
we already know and thusly police state. Mr. Sceresse seems to
become more knowledgeable and be confusing the power of his
office with his .rights and opinions
complete humans,
I urge that we as students who as a private citizen.
Whatever happened to that
are involved in learning what life
great
old American constitution
is, take advantage of Lenore
that
guarantees freedom of
Kandel's presence. Yet, in doing
speech;
implies (to me, though I
so, we have been threatened by
seem
to
be thinking incorrectly),
members of the community; let
freedom
to
listen to whatever one
them come, but don't incite them
chooses,
freedom
to decide for
to violence. If anything, rap with
oneself
what
is
pornography
and
them concerning freedom of
speech, and academic autonomy, what is literature, freedom to
in order· to learn all the different think. Wasn't it the great
ideas about. life. Show them that American judicial pride that an
individual is innocent until proven
we aren't freaks, but humans who guilty?
are sensitive, aware, and
On the other hand, perhaps Mr.
attempting to innovate justice
Sceresse's
telegram was merely a
where there is very little.
thoughtful to Miss Kandel. If she
There will probably be student
marshalls present attempting to has mentioned coming to New
keep peace; listen to them, and Mexico to anyone, and if any
share your knowledge with those violence occurs during her visit,
who come to disrupt. Make Miss Kandel may be tried,
tonight one where you share your convicted, and imprisoned for,
knowledge_ and where we learn what else, conspiracy charges.
Sceresse for Bill Brother.
anew,
Jim Turrietta
Terry Dettweiler

Napoleon Markham (Jim
Sandiford) is not long left to work
his devious plan alone, but joined
in crime and marriage by the
notorious Vesta Violet, alias Mrs.
Prestongrange (Linda Cotton).
Although not expecting any
great-shakes singers in a
melodrama, Miss Cotton and
Cramer carry their numbers off
quite well. Special admiration is
also given to Tony Bruskas who
sang a very moving song, "Mother
Isn't Getting Any Younger," as
Mose, the old Blue Bird hose boy.
As usual Sheridan Thomas has
transformed an aging English
woman (her last Rodey role in
"The Entertainer") into a
squealing, romantic young
Daphne Vanderpool, in and out of
love with the hero, with ease.
If you can still manage to get
your hands on a ticket to "The
Fireman's Flame" you will be
lucky, for it will be playing to full
houses at Rodey Friday and
Saturday evenings at 8:15.

Casey Church
Holly Beckley
Paul Fleck
Anne O'Brien, Everett Robinson, Judy Lindsey, Sandy Schauer,
Pam Burgenheim, Carolyn Babb
Sue Major, Barbaro Morgan, Lin Morgan, Clark Jermoin, Frank
Martinez, Robert Hlady, Charles Andrews, Susan Stern, Buffie
Lancaster, Eric Lucas, Shannon Robinson, Mary Jane Barth,
Fran Padilla, Pat Wegman, Susan Kilgore, Michael Blake, David
Gagnon
Jean Lindsey, Annette Cordova
Chester Painter, Bob Caruthers, Mike Rowland, Tony Louderbough
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Committee, as did President Ferrel Heady.
Editor
Managing Editor_
The Regents have consistently stood
behind decisions made by Heady, or policies
Box 20, University P.O., UNM, Albuquergue, N.M., 87106
set by bodies within the University.
·Editorial Phone (505) 277-4102,277-4202
For example, in the invitation of poet
Lenore Kandel to speak on campus tonight,
Friday, May 1, 1970 ·
they respected the established petitioning Vol. 73_, No. 130
and approval procedures for obtaining
off-campus speakers.
By refusing to follow the dictates of their
Letters are we:lcome and should be
no longer than 260 words typewritattackers, the Regents have demonstrated
ten, double spaced. ~~e, telephone
and address must be included. The
their belief in the validity of student rights,
name of the author ~f the letter wiD
the legitimacy of student-faculty courts, and
not be withheld.
the right of self-determination by the
University community.
Learning Anew
Criticism of their stance indicated
·Shocked Response
ignorance of the proper function of a board To the Editor:
To the Editor:
of regents. Advocacy of a board of regents
Tonight Lenore Kandel is
This letter is written in
which exercises unrestrained power at whim, scheduled to assert her freedom of shocked,
infuriated response to
with no respect for legal channels, is both speech. Tonight the University the actions of Alexander Sceresse,
will use its tradition of academic
shortsighted and frightening.
freedom in letting Miss Kandel Albuquerque district attorney,
Casey Church present her ideas. We as scholars and gubernatorial candidate. His
telegram to Lenore Kandel is a

Lobo Review

Monday, May 4, 1970

Ovation Greets Kandel
'Love Lusf' Poetess Charms 3000
By MICHAEL BLAKE
Most members of the audience Eric Nelson. Nelson's appearance,
"It's a good poem. It's true."
prior t9 the reading admitted that his first real public exposure ~ince
Lenore Kandel was talking they had come for two reasons: to his election, was clearly
about her most famous piece of hear Lenore Kandel read (most responsible for a healthy portion
writing (in New Mexico anyway), had little or no knowledge of her
of the emotional reception.
"Love Lust P9em," which was poetry) and to observe a possible
Ironically, Kandel began the
undoubtedly the highlight of one confrontation. Earlier in the week
reading with a lengthy section of
of the most controversial County Commission Chairman Ed
appearances at UNM in the Balcomb had issued a call for the Bible's Corinthians XIII which
served to set the tone for the
school's history.
citizens to barricade the reading, entire reading. Kandel later
The poetess, who makes her arm themselves with Bibles;--and admitted that the prospect of a
home in San Francisco, read to drown out Kandel's performance Bible-toting confrontation had
about 3000 persons Friday night ' with psalm-reading.
at Popejoy Hall, in an appearance
But when Kandel made her "brought it to my mind" but
emphasized that the selection had
free of confrontation over values appearance on the brilliantly lit
been read, not to mollify
but filled with the earmat•ks of a stage shortly after 8 p.m. the
dissidents, but because of its own
memorable reading-an inspired audience burst into spontaneous, "special merits."
reader and a receptive, attentive, tumultuous standing-ovation. The
By Request
and enthusiastic audience.
poetess was accompanied by
The
selections
ran the gamut of
There were really two stories to friend and fellow-poet Gregory
topics
and
thematic
content. A
the Kandel reading; the one on Corso, English Professor Steve
poem
entitled
"Old
Men,
Young
the inside (Popejoy Hall) and the Rodefer, GSA President Bill
Men, Dead Men," a searing
one on the outside.
and
condemnation of all war and the
Vietnam war in particular,
prompted the first perceivable
reaction to her poetry, a
three-minute standing ovation.
Other poems dealt with heroin, "a listened attentively, eyes riveted
hot flash in a cold world," on Kandel. Major Hoover
reflections on contemporary Wimberly, head of the state
American life, personal police's Intelligence Division
revelations, and sex.
stood at the rear of the hall with
"Love Lust Poem" was read by The Lobo's managing editor.
special request from Corso; Wimberly hung his head and
toward the end of the program. played with his key chain. Ed
By this time the 500 persons who Balcomb was not present.
had waited impatiently in the
Balcomb had arrived at 7:50
Popejoy foyer had been admitted p.m. with only a handful of his
and the auditorium had reached followers and was denied entrance
standing· room· only capacity.
as were the rest of the 500
There had been much prior persons who arrived after 7:30
speculation on whether the poem p.m.
which created all the furor would
Balcomb was "not sorry" about
be read that evening and when the remarks he had made prior to
Kandel announced the title Kandel's appearance. "lt's time
audible "ooohs" and "aaahs," we got down to the serious
followed by a decided hush, filled business of education," he told
the hall.
reporters and said the reading that
Not Sorry
night was a waste of time and an
The hush remained as Kandel affront to serious students.
Controversial poetess, Lenore
quietly read the relatively short Balcomb departed before Lenore
Kandel, flanked by English Prof.
poem. Many members of the local Kandel uttered her first words of
Steve Rodefer, waits to read at
Kandel
news media gathered in the hall the evening.
Popejoy Hall friday night. Poet
bowed their heads but no overt
The completion of ''Love Lust
Gregory Corso (hands on hips)
reaction
registered on their faces. Poem" was greeted with yet
introduced Kandel.
Students, for the most part, another warm ovation.

The Legislative Universities Study Committee censured the
University Regents and President Ferrel Heady Friday for allowing
Lenore Kandel to read her poetry at UNM.
Miss Kandel's "Love Lust Poem" last spring touched off a wave of
University-oriented criticism, and led to the formation of the Study
Committee.
The resolution, introduced by Rep. Richard Carbajal, D-Valencia,
censured the Regents and Heady for delegating the authority and
responsibility to approve an off-campus speaker to a vice president.
The censuring resolution termed Miss Kandel's invitation "most
· inadviseable and in poor taste."
The resolution was passed without debate.
The censure followed a formal
order from Sen. Robert Ferguson,
D-Eddy, that Miss Kandel's poetry
reading be cancelled.
Ferguson's order was made to Vice
President for Student Affairs Harold
Lavender while Lavender was
testifying before the committee. The
senator said he made the directive on
behalf of his constituents, who had
written to him expressing their
dissatisfaction over Miss Kandel's
appearance. Lavender said he "heard
the request," and would take it to
those involved.
Most of the questions directed to
Lavender concerned the University's off-campus speakers policy.
Lavender is in charge of approving off-campus speakers, and
..
administering the Regent-approved speakers policy.
Rep. William O'Donnell, D-Dona Ana, asked Lavender if he
approved of the policy, and could he stop a speaker from appearing.
Lavender said he considered the policy a "landmark document,"
and that if he cancelled or disapproved of an off-campus speaker, he
would be in violation of th~ first amendment, which guarantees
freedom of speech.
·
Sen. James Kirkpatrick. R-Dona Ana, asked Lavender if "it is
necessary for UNM to act with such distaste to emphaAize a policy?"
Lavender said he thought the University must honor its speakers

Study Committee
Grills U Officials
Over Invitation
To Poet Kandel

STAFF

'Fireman's Flame'

The Red Heart Fire Fighting
Team makes fun of a 11ew recruit,
Harry Howard.

(Continued on page 4)

Lobo J>hoto by Mel Buffingto!!~1

Another selection was delivered
and the reading which had been
called "inadvisable and in poor
taste" ended with a final standing
ovation.
Backstage Kandel graciously
answered a barrage of questions
from local reporters. Was "Love
Lust Poem" the recipient of
similar reactions from other parts
of the country? Was she afraid of
Alexander Sceresse? What was her
poetry like to her?
Kandel answered all of the
questions with measured patience
telling reporters "I just tell th~
truth-my poetry is real."
The Lobo asked her if she was
concerned that the big turnout
came about as a result of~
sensationalism rather than an
esthetic desire to 'hear
contemporary poetry. "No " she
said, "because maybe they ~alked
out with a different feeling."
Perhaps that is so, perhaps it
isn't, but one thing is clear. At
UNM Lenore Kandel is no longer
an obscure poet.

Guaranteed Rights
Upheld Says Ortega
Arturo Ortega, president of the believe that it would be wise nor
UNM Board of Regents, said prudent to interfere with the~
Friday federal couts have held a rights granted to students in these
co II ege student has a
matters."
constitutional right to due process
He added interference by the
before he may be expelled or Regents with rights granted to
suspended from school.
students "probably would be
''A student is not only considered a violation of the
protected by rights guaranteed by rights guaranteed and protected
the first amendment, he is also by the first amendment."
protected by standards provided
Ortega said he ''truly regretted
by the due process clause of the the University has become the
14th amendment," Ortega told a source
of so
much
Law Day audience in Clovis.
misunderstanding," and explaim!d
On the UNM speakers policy, a university is often ahead of
Ortega said, "We may question current thought, "thereby
the wisdom and judgment of becoming a source of tension and
students in bringing a particular controversy."
speaker to campus but we do not
The quality of a university
depends on the quality of its
faculty, and "UNM has been able,
on the whole, to obtain and retain
an excellent faculty," Ortega said.~
He said UNM's atmosphere of
freedom and openness of inquiry
has been the ~esult of a system of
governance which "operates on
the principle that the mission of
the university can be most
successfully accomplished by the
sharing, through delegation or
otherwise, of the responsibility
for governance."
He told his audience mistalces
are made in the use of freedom,
because of "human frailtv" but
said if the exercise of freedom
results in concepts which are
found to be erroneous, "they will
be given up or rejected or
Arturo Ortega
displaced."

,,

